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CamScanner is an efficient free scanner app that comes with easier PDF customization where users can scan, edit, store, and sync content across smartphones.
 
This Scanner app allows you to Scan PDF documents, QR Code, Barcode scanner, and Extract texts with OCR and convert PDF to a Text file.
 
Files that can be scanned
 
- Document Scanner: Click multiple images at a time or you can select images that you want from the gallery and edit with your own unique styles with advanced editing tools, You can use E - signatures  while editing the document and sharing.
 
- OCR (optical character recognition): Capture Image from gallery or live picture and extracts texts from a single page for further editing or sharing.
 
- ID Card: In the Camscanner app you will be able to create Front and back ID-Card, You can add Watermark, Edit with effective editing tools also Share, move, and save as per the requirements.
 
- Barcode scanner/QR code scanner: Scan barcode with no limits in the scanner app.
 
Experience the exclusive features with Camscanner free
 
-  E-signature: Sign contracts and share them with your counterparty. It is widely used among real estate agents and in government form filling.
 
-  Free mobile scanner: Use your phone camera to scan receipts, notes, invoices, whiteboard discussions, business cards, certificates, etc.
 
-  Optimized scan quality: Smart cropping and auto-enhancing make the texts and graphics look clear and sharp.
 
-  Advanced editing tools: Making annotations or adding customized watermarks on docs are made available for you.
 
-  Share PDF/JPEG files: Easily share documents in PDF or JPEG format with others via social media & send the doc link.
 
-  Universal search: Free Camscanner app allows you to search easily across all folders for your document file.
 
- AutoSave: If the AutoSave option is enabled, the file will be saved automatically in your gallery.
 
Benefits camscanner offers
 
Quick E-Signature creation for a simplified process.
 
Create your customized folders and save your files for a well-organized document and ease of use.
 
A universal search tool is available in the scanner app to search files easily with a Short by date filter.
 
Use different advanced tools to edit the documents inside the app.
 
Make PDF File of your documents, share, save and move accordingly
  
Enthralling Takeaways in CamScanner App
 
- Optimized for fast scanning
- Easy to share, delete, rename scan
- Sort by name and date (asc./desc)
- Make a pdf of scanned docs
- Barcode scanner with no limits
- A4, Letter, Legal paper size options
- No watermark in pro
- Auto-detect borders
- Clear scan results in a free scanner 
- QR code scanner/reader optimized
- Filters like color, gray mode, black, and white
 
Download the free scanner app and scan QR Code, document scanner, and PDF scanner with just a single tap, Easy to use, Fast and No wifi need to scan any documents.
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesLocation, App activity, and App info and performance
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What's new


Fixed ANRs and Crashes to enhance app performence
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